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No compromises
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“A mid-tier brewery of our size 
operates with a relatively small 
outlay in terms of analytics and 
low staffing levels. So attempts 
must be made at putting in 
place a methodology that 
offers a certain degree of 
dependability and minimises 
product-quality fluctuations”, 
says senior brewmaster 
Oliver J. Kurth.
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In addition to the CombiCube F filtration 
system, Schussenrieder had three yeast 
propagators, an equalisation line, a new 
f lash pasteuriser and a water deaeration 

system installed. It also had the bright-beer-tank 
cellar fitted with a rigid piping system ( perimeter 
piping). What is more, a new hot-CIP system pro-
vides automatic cleaning of the filler, the filling 
paths to the keg and the bottle fillers, as well 
as the storage-cellar circuit. The new process- 
engineering kit installed features Evoguard valve 
technology throughout. Furthermore, the brew-
ery uses the Botec F1 control system, a familiar 
sight for a brewhouse, for automating the filter 
cellar and the flash pasteuriser as well. 

Experiential entertainment brewery with beer 
mug museum as unique selling point
The Schussenrieder Brewery was first mentioned 
in the records back in 1852 and has since 1906 
been owned by the Ott family, a clan of brewers. 
With around 50 permanently employed people, 
the brewery achieves sales of approximately 
65,000 hectolitres of beer and about 35,000 hec-
tolitres of soft drinks, for an annual turnover of 
around 8.3 million euros. In 1994, what is Germa-
ny’s first and the world’s only beer mug museum 

opened its doors in the grounds of the Schussen-
rieder experiential entertainment brewery. The 
museum is much more than a mere exhibition 
of historical beer mugs; rather, it takes you on 
an adventure trip through the drinking culture 
of five centuries while offering vivid documen-
tation of bygone values to do with beer and beer 
mugs. The collection has been compiled on two 
storeys, showcasing around 1,200 historical beer 
mugs from the years 1550 to 1925. In 2000, the 
brewery built on the positive feedback obtained 
when introducing the Schussenrieder Museum 
Beer Original No1 filled in swing-stopper bottles, 
which has meanwhile acquired friends and fame 
far beyond Swabia’s borders. 

In 2001, Junior Boss Michael Ott took over 
the Adlerbrauerei in Göggingen as managing 
director, and with it the brand and sales rights 
for the Binger Lammbräu beers. Moreover, 200 
catering outlets are among the tradition-steeped 
brewery’s clientele. Since 2005, Michael Ott has 
also been the managing director and owner of the 
Schussenrieder Brewery and in the fourth gener-
ation keeps up the Ott family’s brewing tradition, 
with father Jürgen Josef providing support and 
advice. Since April 2007,  the brewery has been 
a member of the Free Brewers, an association of 

The Schussenrieder Brewery is modernising its brewing facility in the heart of the small 

 Upper-Swabian spa of Bad Schussenried step by step. Following the installation of a new 

Steinecker brewhouse in 2010, it was the filter cellar’s turn in the autumn of 2013. And for 

this, too, the privately owned brewery put its trust once more in “solutions made by Krones” 

in its entirety.
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Schussenrieder is never short of 
exciting ideas. Since 2006, it has 
organised the Big Egg Festival 
every year: 50 gigantic eggs, 
each created by an artist, on this 
occasion adorn the squares and 
alleyways of the spa and the 
brewery’s courtyard.

The Schussenrieder Brewery has repeatedly emphasised its aspi-
ration to present itself as a venue for experiential entertainment 
by a most varied array of events in the Bierkrugstadel Tavern, the 
brewery’s courtyard or in all of the town. 

The senior brewmaster has nothing but praise for the flash pasteur-
iser: “This machine simply provides dependable service.” He regards 
the cool-down section as well-nigh indispensable.
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“The crucial point with a filter is its 
economical use of water, energy 
and filtering aids. And this stipula-
tion is satisfied by the CombiCube F 
 throughout.”
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leading, independent, privately owned breweries 
in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Neth-
erlands, who have set themselves to use products 
from their respective regions to turn them into 
top-class merchandise. 

The Schussenrieder Brewery has repeatedly 
emphasised its aspiration to present itself as a 
venue for experiential entertainment by a most 
varied array of events in the Bierkrugstadel Tav-
ern, the brewery’s courtyard or in all of the town. 
In 2006, for example, the Big Egg Festival was 
organised for the first time: visitors marvelled at 
50 gigantic eggs, each of them 1.50 metres tall and 
created by an artist, which adorned the squares 
and alleyways of the spa and the brewery’s court-
yard. During the five-day Schussenrieder Okto-
berfest held every year, more than 30,000 visitors 
join in boisterous merry-making in a beer tent 
erected specifically for the occasion.  

Latest state of the art
The brewery continually attempts to keep abreast 
of technological progress. In its fully automated 
brewhouse from Steinecker, inaugurated in 
2010, the staff work from Monday to Thursday 
in three shifts, producing ten brews a day, each 
with around 80 hectolitres of beer wort, and pro-
cessing 1.4 tons of malt and 15 kilograms of hops 
per brew. The beers are pitched and fermented 
in six fermentation tanks and eight tuns with a 
total volume of more than 5,000 hectolitres. This 
is followed by a maturation period of at least six 
weeks in the storage cellar with a total capacity of 
15,000 hectolitres, all of which together makes for 
an excellent beer quality. In September 2013, the 
brewery managed to achieve yet another techno-
logical milestone by commissioning its new fully 
automated filter cellar.

State-of-the-art yeast propagation system
The mid-tier brewery can now obtain its yeast 
in-house, under hygienically and technologically 
defined conditions. For one bottom-fermenting 
and one top-fermenting beer yeast in each case, 
Schussenrieder installed a total of three yeast 
propagators, each with a capacity of 40 hectoli-
tres. “With two propagators in each case, we can 
supply a day’s production output in the brewhouse 
(of 800 litres) to optimum effect, when at a later 
juncture we will change over to cylindro-conical 
tanks”, calculates Oliver J. Kurth, who has a de-

gree in brewing science, and is the senior brew-
master in the Schussenrieder Brewery. “What was 
behind this installation was firstly the wish to 
become independent of outsourced yeast, with its 
fluctuations in quality, and secondly to create an 
option for the future brewing of specialty beers, 
which differ in terms of their yeast strain as well. 
And last but not least, this installation enables us 
to guarantee a high degree of hygienic safety, for 
example by doing without panels and instead em-
ploying valve technology throughout. In regard to 
wheat beer, in particular, it is highly convenient 
as far as hygiene and a consistently high level of 
quality are concerned if you can pitch each batch 
with a freshly propagated yeast. With bottom-fer-
mented beers, the system’s dimensions permit 
us to discard the yeast after three times of use. 
What’s more: we can deploy the third propagator 
for a bit of experimentation, thus successively up-
grading our beers’ quality”, explains Oliver Kurth. 

“With this yeast propagation system, the brewery 
will be ready for anything over decades to come.”

Equalisation line for correcting original gravity 
and cloudiness
Another brand-new piece of equipment in the 
beer-production sequence is an equalisation line, 

Evoguard technology has been used throughout. 
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which firstly permits fine-tuning of the original 
gravity, secondly the correction of cloudiness 
with wheat beer, and thirdly automatic yeast dos-
ing for naturally cloudy beer. This latter, after all, 
accounts for more than 50 per cent of the output. 
As a precondition for original-gravity regulation, 
Schussenrieder installed a cold-deaeration sys-
tem for water. The well-nigh oxygen-free water 
thus obtained also serves to precoat the filter, and 
to separate supply and return beer in the pipe. 

“What we’re aiming at with original-gravity reg-
ulation is not high gravity or saving on storage 
capacities”, emphasises Oliver Kurth, “our sole 
aim is to compensate for natural fluctuations of 
perhaps 0.1 or 0.2 per cent of original gravity, so 
as to obtain a consistently high level of product 
quality. A mid-tier brewery of our size operates 
with a relatively small outlay in terms of analytics 
and low staffing levels, which is why attempts 
have to be made throughout at putting in place 
a methodology that offers a certain degree of de-
pendability and minimises quality fluctuations 
in the product.” 

Adjusting the cloudiness in naturally cloudy 
beers also comes under this heading: a built-in 
measuring function for cloudiness controls a 
hose pump supplied with yeast. When the cloud-
iness of the beer coming out of the storage cellar 
is too low, automatic top-up dosing is performed. 
For its wheat beer, Schussenrieder has an option 
for heating it up to 90 degrees Celsius in the new 
flash pasteuriser. “Thanks to this exposure to 
heat, protein is present in a certain molecule size, 
which follows the laws of Brownian motion. Pro-
tein will no longer be deposited in the bottle to 
such a marked degree, thus offering consumers 
a better visual appearance”, explains the senior 
brewmaster. The brewery uses the equalisation 
line not only for yeast dosing but also for add-
ing coloured beer, especially to its dark beers – a 
task that “had previously to be done quite labori-
ously by hand, and mostly entailed a high oxygen 
pick-up in the bright-beer tank.” 

Holistically conceived control featuring Botec F1
The filter cellar was also equipped with a new hot-
CIP system, which cleans and sterilises the filter 
using hot caustic and mildly acidified hot water, 
as well as cleaning and sterilising the filling path 
and storage-cellar circuit with hot caustic, acidic 
disinfectant and hot water. The new CIP system 

has been integrated into the higher-order Botec 
F1 control system. Schussenrieder also had the 
two existing CIP systems for cleaning the bright-
beer tanks and the storage tanks incorporated 
in the control system. “When there’s no records, 
you can rely on nothing”, is Oliver Kurth’s firm 
conviction. This is why the brewery opted for 
Botec F1 throughout when it came to automat-
ing brew house, filter and bright-beer-tank cellars. 

“As far as its application options are concerned, 
this system is the best one available on the market. 
It’s visually attractive, and its operator interface 
is intuitive – for me, that’s the main criterion, 
that things aren’t too complicated, and easy to 
grasp for me and my staff”, says Oliver Kurth. 

“Thanks to the holistically conceived installation, 
we’ve got the same user interface everywhere. Our 
aim is to have the brewhouse and the filter cel-
lar operated by one employee per shift. And our 
consistently implemented automation concept is 
helping us to get there.” 

Rigid pipe system and uncompromising valve 
technology
Work in the fermentation and storage cellar, by 
contrast, with its open fermenters and horizon-
tal storage tanks, is still carried out completely 
by hand. This is an area that the Schussenrieder 
Brewery intends to tackle in its next investment 
step, when it will be installing cylindro-conical 
tanks. While hose technology is still employed 
there, the bright-beer-tank cellar has mean-
while been given a rigid pipe system. “As far as 
microbiology is concerned, this is significantly 
better, it reduces oxygen pick-up substantially, 
and makes work a whole lot easier. We’ve had 
Evoguard valves installed throughout. I know 
Krones, they’re not the people to compromise 
on quality. So I have complete confidence in this 
valve technology. What was also important to 
us was to use valves from a single family so as 
to cut inventory costs”, explains Oliver Kurth. 

“We even replaced a freshly installed panel in the 
bright-beer-tank cellar by valve technology once 
more, so that we don’t have to open this pipe route, 
that’s already sterile, any more. You see, we’re also 
unwilling to compromise.”

Flash pasteuriser with cool-down section
In order to cover the cooling energy required by 
the new systems and lines, Schussenrieder itself 
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The best-selling beer is the 
naturally cloudy Museum Beer 
Original No1.
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commissioned a new refrigeration system, which 
works with eco-friendly glycol as the refrigerant. 
It is needed not least for the Krones f lash pas-
teuriser, which has been fitted with a cool-down 
section. Oliver Kurth has nothing but praise 
for the flash pasteuriser: “Despite the fact that 
we’re using high-speed steam generators, whose 
response to fluctuations in steam consumption 
is not as gentle as that of a large steam boiler 
and which therefore exhibit admission-pressure 
fluctuations of up to 4.5 bar, the flash pasteur-
iser’s control system is very, very accurate. This 
machine simply provides dependable service, no 
matter whether we’re running at 40 PUs (pas-
teurisation units) or – as for wheat beer – at up 
to 21,000 PUs, due to the high temperature of 90 
degrees Celsius.” What’s more, it’s very cost-ef-
ficient in operation: “We achieve a heat recovery 
rate of 94 per cent at the regenerative zone of the 
heat exchanger.” For Oliver Kurth, the cool-down 
section is well-nigh indispensable: “If a malfunc-

tion caused in the bottling hall doesn’t last all 
that long, we can run the beer in recirculation 
mode over a defined period of time, without over-
pasteurising it. The deaerated water, too, can be 
recirculated; we don’t have to discard it because 
it’s become too hot.” 

CombiCube F: for a flexible filtration process
The core of the investment channelled into pro-
cess engineering, however, was the new filter sys-
tem. Here, the Schussenrieder Brewery opted for 
the modularised CombiCube F. With its Com-
biCube, Krones has created a product family ca-
tering specifically to the needs and requirements 
of mid-tier breweries. This concept has been re-
sponsively matched to a huge multiplicity of beer 
types, specialty beers and to seasonal fluctuations 
in output. The field-proven TFS technology has 
thus been translated into tangible reality for the 
small throughput range as well.

In conventional candle filters, a head plate 
in the filter housing separates the filtrate and 
unfiltrate compartments. In the Twin-Flow Sys-
tem, register-type piping replaces the head plate 
thus turning the entire vessel into the unfiltrate 
compartment. The cross-flow velocity is in the 
Twin-Flow System increased via the bypass. The 
bypass enables a homogeneous flow to be set in-
side the vessel, so that the filtering aid is uni-
formly distributed over the entire length of the 
candle. This means that by varying the bypass 
flow highly disparate filtering aids can be opti-
mally precoated. Depending on the particular 
filtering aid being used, its own descent velocity 
has to be equalised, thus enabling uniform pre-
coating to be achieved over the candle’s entire 
length. By adjusting the bypass flow, the filtrate 
flow can be reduced down to ten per cent of the 
filter’s nominal throughput. 

The filtration module consists of a candle filter 
with Steinecker’s field-proven TFS technology, 
plus a diatomite stirrer and a diatomite dosage 
vessel. The buffer module contains an unfiltrate 
buffer tank, which compensates for times when 
the brewery has to change the tanks frequently 
in the storage cellar, plus a product tank and one 
for last runnings, in order to reduce change-over 
losses with several types per filtration run. The 
disposal module consists of a sedimentation tank 
for dehydrating the diatomite after it has been 
removed from the filter. Further components are 

The mid-tier brewery can now obtain its yeast 
in-house, under hygienically and technologically 
defined conditions. For this purpose, Schussenrieder 
installed a total of three yeast propagators.
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a trap filter, a cloudiness meter, a dosing unit for 
stabilising agents and/or additives. The batch-
driven Botec control system ensures a fully au-
tomatic filtration and cleaning process, with an 
integrated order and recipe management system, 
batch reporting and trend curve recording, plus 
remote maintenance via modem.

“The system is more versatile and future- 
compatible.”
During the preliminary phase of this project, 
the brewery had checked out a variety of sys-
tems, including diatomite-free membrane fil-
tration. “The conclusion we arrived at was that 
diatomite filtration provides better operational 
dependability than a membrane filter”, admits 
Oliver Kurth. “When compared to other dia-
tomite filters, TFS offers the unique advantage 
that it can be selectively matched to the filtering 
aid used in each case. Should perhaps at some 
point in time alternative filtering aids emerge, 
with different flow characteristics, then owning 
a TFS means you’re on the safe side. The system 
is more versatile and future-compatible”, believes 
Schussenrieder’s senior brewmaster. “The crucial 
point with a filter is its economical use of water, 
energy and filtering aids – in other words: cutting 
operating costs. And this stipulation is satisfied 
by the CombiCube F throughout. To give you 
an example: we now only need a third of the di-
atomite quantity the previous filter system used 
to consume.”

The CombiCube F was installed and commis-
sioned on the “plug and play” principle: “We drew 
up the systems’ layout and concept together with 
Krones. For example, we also wanted the flash 
pasteuriser (which usually controls itself), to be 
integrated into the Botec control system. This was 
rather a complicated job. And the design of the 
yeast propagators was highly individualised as 
well. Nonetheless, installation and commission-
ing went off without a hitch, as it had indeed for 
the brewhouse”, is Oliver Kurth’s verdict.

New technological options
Due to its particular focus as a specialty-beer 
brewery, the Schussenrieder Brewery is – in con-
trast to quite a few other mid-tier breweries – in 
the convenient position of selling its products 
in the high-price segment of the market, thus 
achieving good profitability. Some of its beers 

Since 2005, Michael Ott (left) has been the man-
aging director and owner of the Schussenrieder 
Brewery in the fourth generation, with father 
Jürgen Josef providing support and advice.

cost 16.49 euros per crate in the supermarket. 
“Profits have to be right, so that we can re-invest”, 
is Oliver Kurth’s conviction. But the pub closures 
in rural areas are something that isn’t leaving the 
Schussenrieder Brewery unscathed, either. You 
see, the brewery traditionally sells a very high 
proportion of its beers in kegs. With its naturally 
cloudy Museum Beer Original N°1, its dark beer 
and the Josefsbock in the swing-stopper bottle, 
plus its wheat beer in the NRW bottle, Schus-
senrieder has been successfully endeavouring to 
counter-balance this trend. The new layout in the 
filter cellar will help firstly to cut operating costs, 
and secondly to exploit new options provided by 
this technology, so as to develop some creatively 
market-responsive beers. 

Matthias Pohl 
Krones AG
Tel. +49 8161 953-266
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